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Abstract 

We conduct a cross-modal priming expe-
riment to determine the mental represen-

tation and access strategies for morpho-
logically derived words in Bangla. Anal-
ysis of reaction time and error rates indi-
cates that morphologically related words 
trigger priming effects, even when they 
are phonologically opaque, and phono-
logically related but morphologically un-

related words do not exhibit priming. 
Thus, there is a strong evidence for mor-
phological decomposition of derivation-
ally suffixed words in the minds of the 
Bangla speakers, though certain suffixes 
do not seem to evoke decomposition 
rules. We also observe that word recog-
nition time is also strongly affected of 

certain orthographic features.  

1 Introduction 

Understanding the organization of the mental 
lexicon is one of the important goals of cognitive 
science. Mental lexicon refers to the representa-
tion of the words in the human mind and the var-
ious associations between them that help fast 
retrieval and comprehension of the words in a 
given context. Words are known to be associated 

with each other at various levels of linguistic 
structures namely, orthography, phonology, 
morphology and semantics. However, the pre-
cise nature of these relations and their interac-
tions are unknown and very much a subject of 
research in psycholinguistics. A clear under-
standing of these phenomena will not only fur-

ther our knowledge of how the human brain 
processes language, but also help in developing 

apt pedagogical strategies and find applications 
in natural language processing. 

One of the key questions that psycholinguists 
have been investigating for a long time and de-

bating a lot about is the mental representation 
and access mechanisms of polymorphemic 
words: whether they are represented as a whole 
in the brain or are understood by decomposing 
them into their constituent morphemes.  That is 
to say, whether a word such as “unimaginable” 
is stored in the mental lexicon as a whole word 
or do we break it up “un-” , “imagine” and “-

able”, understand the meaning of each of these 
constituent and then recombine the units to 
comprehend the whole word. Such questions are 
typically answered by designing appropriate 
priming experiments or other lexical decision 
tasks. The reaction time of the subjects for re-
cognizing various lexical items under appropri-

ate conditioning reveals important facts about 
their organization in the brain. (See Sec. 2 for 
models of morphological organization and 
access and related experiments). 

There is a rich literature on organization and 
lexical access of polymorphemic words where 
experiments have been conducted mainly for 
English, but also Hebrew, Italian, French, Dutch, 

and few other languages (Frost et al., 1997; 
Grainger, et al., 1991; Drews and Zwitserlood, 
1995). However, we do not know of any such 
investigations for Indian languages, which are 
morphologically richer than many of their Indo-
European cousins. On the other hand, several 

cross-linguistic experiments indicate that mental 
representation and processing of polymorphemic 
words are not quite language independent (Taft, 
2004). Therefore, the findings from experiments 
in one language cannot be generalized to all lan-
guages making it important to conduct similar 
experimentations in other languages.  Bangla, in 



particular, features stacking of inflectional suf-
fixes (e.g., chhele + TA + ke + i “to this boy on-
ly”), a rich derivational morphology inherited 
from Sanskrit and some borrowed from Persian 

and English, an abundance of compounding, and 
mild agglutination.  

This work describes some initial experiments 
to understand the organization of the Bangla 
mental lexicon at the level of morphology. Our 
aim is to determine whether the mental lexicon 
decomposes morphologically complex words 
into its constituent morphemes or does it 

represent the unanalyzed surface form of a word. 
We apply the cross modal repetition priming 
technique, described in (Marslen-Wilson et al., 
1994), to answer this question specifically for 
derivationally suffixed polymorphemic words of 
Bangla. We observe that morphological related-
ness between lexical items triggers a significant 

priming effect, even when the forms are phono-
logically unrelated. On the other hand, phono-
logically related but morphologically unrelated 
word pairs hardly exhibit any priming effect. 
These observations are similar to those reported 
for English and indicate that derivationally suf-
fixed words in Bangla are accessed through de-

composition of the word into its constituent 
morphemes. 

Further analysis of the reaction time and error 
rates per word and per subject reveal several in-
teresting facts such as (a) apart from usage fre-
quency, word length and presence of certain or-
thographical features also affect the recognition 
time of a word, and (b) certain derivational suf-

fixes inherited from Sanskrit, which usually 
make the derived word phonologically or seman-
tically opaque, do not trigger priming; this indi-
cates that these morphological relations are no 
longer recognized or internalized by the modern 
Bangla speakers. These and similar other obser-
vations make us believe that understanding the 

precise nature of the mental representation of 
morphological processes in Bangla (as well as 
other Indian languages) is a challenging and po-
tent research area that is very little explored.  

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: 
Sec. 2 presents related works; Sec. 3 describes 
experiment design and procedure; Sec. 4 sum-

marizes the observations and discusses the find-
ings; Sec. 5 concludes the paper by grounding 
this work in a more general context. 

2 Related Works  

Over the last few decades many studies have 
attempted to understand the representation and 
processing of morphologically complex words in 
the brain for various languages. Most of the stu-
dies are designed to support one of the two mu-
tually exclusive paradigms: the full-listing and 
the morphemic model. The full-listing model 

claims that polymorphic words are represented 
as a whole in the human mental lexicon (Bradley, 
1980; Butterworth, 1983). On the other hand, 
morphemic model argues that morphologically 
complex words are decomposed and represented 
in terms of the smaller morphemic units. The 
affixes are stripped away from the root form, 
which in turn are used to access the mental lex-

icon (Taft and Forster, 1975; Taft, 1981; MacK-
ay, 1978). Intermediate to these two paradigms 
is the partial decomposition model that argues 
that different types of morphological forms are 
processed separately. For instance, the derived 
morphological forms are believed to be 
represented as a whole, whereas the representa-

tion of the inflected forms follows the morphem-
ic model (Caramazza et.al., 1988).  

Traditionally, priming experiments have been 
used to study the effects of morphology in lan-
guage processing. Priming is a process that re-
sults in increase in speed or accuracy of response 
to a stimulus, called the target, based on the oc-
currence of a prior exposure of another stimulus, 

called the prime (Tulving et al., 1982). Here, 
subjects are exposed to a prime word for a short 
duration, and are subsequently shown a target 
word. The prime and target words may be mor-
phologically, phonologically or semantically 
related. An analysis of the effect of the reaction 
time of subjects reveals the actual organization 

and representation of the lexicon at the relevant 
level.  

Priming effects are observed because of the 
way our brain is supposed to function. Presenta-
tion of a stimulus (say a word P) activates a 
group of neurons (often termed as a functional 
web) in the brain. There are numerous functional 

webs in the brain; typically a neuron participates 
in multiple functional webs with varying degree 
association. When another stimulus (say word T) 
is then presented to the individual within a short 
duration (typically 300 ms), the recognition of T 



is faster if the functional web of T shares a lot of 
neurons with that of P. This fast reaction time to 
recognize a stimulus due to the prior exposure to 
a functionally related stimulus is known as prim-

ing. Thus, through priming experiments, we can 
identify word pairs whose functional webs have 
a stronger overlap, which in turn reveals how 
brain organizes the words in the mental lexicon. 
See Pulvermüller (2002) for a detailed account 
of such phenomena.  

Here we briefly survey some priming expe-
riments for studying morphological processes. 

These experiments can be classified according to 
the mode of representing the prime and target 
words: (a) when both are visually presented 
(Frost et.al., 1997), (b) primes are auditorily pre-
sented but the targets are visually presented 
(Marslen-Wilson and Tyler, 1997, 1998; Mars-
len-Wilson and Zhou, 1999), (c) targets are audi-

torily presented but the primes are visually pre-
sented (Marslen-Wilson et.al., 1994). These ex-
periments demonstrate that across the languages, 
recognition of a target word (say happy) is facili-
tated by a prior exposure of a morphologically 
related prime word (e.g., happiness). Since mor-
phological relatedness often implies orthograph-

ic, phonological and semantic similarities be-
tween two words, several attempts have been 
made to factor out other priming effects from 
morphological priming (Bentin and Feldman, 
1990; Drews and Zwitserlood, 1995; Stolz and 
Feldman, 1995).  

The masked priming paradigm, where the 

prime word is placed in between a forward mask 
and a target word such that it cannot be con-
sciously perceived (Bodner and Masson, 1997), 
also shows some interesting ways of examining 
morphological effects in word recognition (For-
ster and Davis, 1984). Through such experi-
ments morphological priming effects are shown 

to exist in the absence of semantic priming for 
Hebrew (Frost et al., 1997), and orthographic 
priming for French (Grainger, et al., 1991) and 
Dutch (Drews and Zwitserlood, 1995).  

We do not know of any cognitive experiments 
on morphological priming in Bangla or other 

Indian languages, though there are works on 
other kinds of priming experiments (see for ex-
ample, Vasishth et al. (2010) and Ambati et al. 
(2009)). 

3 The Experiment 

In order to study the organization of morpholog-
ically derived words in Bangla we conduct a 
cross-modal repetition task as described in 
(Marslen-Wilson et al., 1994). In this technique, 
a subject hears an audio stimulus and imme-
diately at the offset of the spoken prime, gets a 
visual representation of the target word 1 . The 

prime and the target words are either morpho-
logically related or phonologically transparent to 
each other. A pair of word is said to be morpho-
logically related if they meet the following con-
ditions2: 

a) One word is the derived form of the other 
b) The derived form has a recognizable suffix 
A pair of word is said to be phonologically 

transparent if whole or a significant part of one 
word is fully or partly contained in the other 
word. 

Based on the auditory prime and the visual 
target probe, the subjects are asked to make 
some lexical decision, which in this case is to 
say whether the visually presented target is a 

valid word in the language. The above experi-
ment is also repeated with the same target words 
but with different auditory inputs called the con-
trol words. The control words do not have any 
morphological or phonological relatedness with 
the target.  For example, baYaska (aged) and 
baYasa (age) is a prime-target pair, for which 
the corresponding control-target pair could be 

naYana (eye) and baYasa (age). 
The time taken by a subject to complete the 

lexical decision task after the visual presentation 
of the target is defined as the response time (RT). 
The RTs between a prime-target and the corres-
ponding control-target pair are compared to 
identify whether there is enough evidence of 

morphologically structured lexical representa-
tion. Experiments in English and other languag-
es show that in general the RT between the 
prime-target pair is significantly less than that of 
the control-target pair, implying the presence of 
morphological priming effect. Nevertheless, all 

                                                   
1
 This study follows the experiment 1 of (Marslen-

Wilson et al., 1994); however, for the sake of reada-

bility we describe the design process and other details. 
2

 Thus, we do not consider other morphological 

processes of Bangla, such as inflections and prefixed 

forms. 



linguistically apparent morphological processes 
need not have equal priming effects or any effect 
at all.  

3.1 Materials 

We selected 56 prime-target pairs, where the 

primes are derivationally suffixed forms of the 
targets. In half of these pairs, the words are pho-
nologically related, whereas for the other half 
the derived forms phonologically differ from the 
targets. These classes are respectively referred to 
as [M+P+] (or class I) and [M+P-] (or class II). 
In order to further factor out the effect of phono-

logical priming, another 28 prime-target pairs 
were selected, where the prime phonologically 
contains the target but they are not morphologi-
cally related. This set of prime-target pairs are 
denoted as [M-P+] (or class III). Table 1 de-
scribes these three classes with examples.  

It is interesting to note that while it is very 
easy to collect word pairs belonging to class I 

and class III, it is hard to come up with morpho-
logically derived word forms in Bangla which 
are phonologically opaque. In fact, almost all the 
native Bangla suffixes (e.g., -A, -I, -li, oYA) do 
not change the form of the root to which it at-
taches. However, there are some derivational 
processes inherited from Sanskrit, where the root 

forms are phonologically distinct from the de-
rived ones, e.g., hatyA (to kill) – hi.nsA (vi-
olence, i.e., desire to kill). 

For each of the 84 target words, we selected 
another set of 84 control words. These control 
words are similar to the prime words in terms of 
word length, and number of syllables. However, 

they are neither morphologically nor phonologi-
cally related to the targets. Some statistics about 
the prime, target, and control words are pre-
sented in Table 2. 
Class Explanation Example 

I 
[M+P+] 

Words are related 
morphologically and 

phonologically  

nibAsa (resi-
dence) - nibAsi 

(resident),  

II 

[M+P-] 

Words are morpholog-

ically related but pho-

nologically opaque 

pAna (drink) -

pipAsa (thirst), 

II 

[M-P+] 

Words are phonologi-

cally related but not 

morphologically 

ghaDi (watch) -

ghaDiYAla 

(crocodile)  

Table 1: Dataset for the Experiment 
 

Word 

Type 

Avg. 

Word 
Length 

Avg. No. 

of complex 
characters 

Average 

Corpus 
Frequency 

Target 4.0 0.26 1463 

Prime 6.4 0.464 1582 

Control 6.2 0.472 1514 

Table 2: Some statistics of the target, prime, and 
control words 

As discussed earlier, after hearing the auditory 
prime, a visual probe is presented to the subjects 
based on which some lexical decision have to be 
made. Thus, it is essential to restrict the subjects 

to make any strategic guess about the relation-
ship between prime and the target word pairs. 
This can be achieved by introducing some fillers 
in between the actual prime-target or control-
target pairs. We constructed a set of 84 filler 
pairs which can be categorized into the follow-
ing three sets of 28 word pairs each: (a) where 

the prime is a valid word but the target is not, 
although it is phonologically contained in the 
prime and is obtained by deleting some word 
final character-string, e.g., kapAla (forehead) – 
kapA (non-word); (b) where the target is a valid 
word but the prime is not, although it phonologi-
cally contains the target and is derived by adding 
a suffix to the target, e.g hAtAri (non-word) – 

hAta (hand); and (c) where both the prime and 
target are valid words without any morphologi-
cal and phonological relatedness.  

Thus, in all, there are 252 word pairs includ-
ing 84 prime-target pairs, 84 control-target pairs 
and 84 fillers. Before presenting the word pairs 
to each subject, they are randomized and divided 

into two set, such that the prime-target pair and 
the corresponding control-target pair are present 
in different sets. Moreover, each set contains 
exactly half of the prime-target and half of the 
control-target pairs.  

Another set of 10 prime-target and prime-
control words were collected for a practice ses-

sion before the true experiments. However, the 
RTs of these practice pairs are not included in 
any analysis. 

3.2 Procedure 

The experiment was conducted using a custom-
made graphical user interface (GUI) that rando-
mized the word pairs, played the auditory stimu-
lus and then showed the visual probe for 200ms. 
Corresponding to each visual probe, subjects had 



3000ms to perform the lexical decision after 
which the system presents the next audio stimu-
lus. The subject performs the decision task by 
clicking either the “Valid Word” or the “Invalid 

Word” button of the evaluation GUI. The system 
automatically records the RT, which in this case 
is the time between the onset of the visual probe 
and clicking of one of the buttons by the subject.   

Before starting the real experiment all the sub-
jects were given a short training about the task. 
A trial run was also performed using the sepa-
rately collected 10 trial word pairs.  As dis-

cussed earlier, the experiment is divided into two 
phases. The experimental procedure for both the 
phases is same except that the prime and control 
words are different. The duration of each phase 
is about 12 minutes. Between these two phases, 
there was a break of at least 2 hours. Since a 
continuous session of 12 minutes require a lot of 

attention and is tiring for the subjects, we further 
divided each phase of the experiment into four 
small sessions of three minutes each. There was 
a break for two minutes between the sessions.  

3.3 Participants 

The experiments were conducted on 14 highly 
educated native Bangla speakers; 9 of them have 
a graduate degree and 5 hold a post graduate 

degree. The age of the subjects varies between 
22 to 35 years. 

4 Results and Discussion 

The RTs with extreme values and those for in-
correct lexical decisions (about 3.2%) were ex-
cluded from the data. We define extreme RT 

values for each subject as the median RT value 
of that subject over all prime and control pairs 
plus/minus 500 ms. Table 3 summarizes the 
mean RTs for the prime and control sets for the 
three classes. The p-values for two-sample t-test 
and paired t-test are also indicated, where the 
prime and corresponding control RTs have been 

considered as the two samples or items within a 
pair. We observe that the average RTs for Ban-
gla control-target pairs are more than the corres-
ponding prime-target ones for [M+P+] and 
[M+P-] classes. These results are statistically 
significant according to the t statistics. However, 
we see no significant difference between the 
prime and control RTs for [M-P+] class. Thus, 

strong priming effects are observed when the 

target word is morphologically related and pho-

nologically contained in the prime word; weak 
priming effect is observed when the target is 
morphologically related to but not phonological-
ly contained in the prime; moreover, no priming 
effects are observed when the prime and target 
words are phonologically related but share no 
morphological relationship, which rules out the 

possibility that priming in [M+P+] could be due 
to phonological relatedness. These observations 
together imply that  

Bangla derivationally suffixed words are 
in general represented in terms of their 
constituent morphemes; lexical access 
and comprehension is facilitated through 

decomposition of the surface forms into 
the corresponding constituents.  

Marslen-Wilson et al. (1994) observed similar 
results for English and Arabic where significant 
priming is found for morphologically transparent 
prime-target pairs but priming effect is not ob-
served for morphologically unrelated pairs.3 The 
RTs were further analyzed for each participant 

and each word. A two sample t-test for the par-

                                                   
3
 While the priming trends observed in (Marslen-

Wilson et al., 1994) are exactly similar to those re-

ported here, there is a striking difference between the 

absolute values of the RTs (typically 400-500 ms 

higher than the values that are usually reported in 
literature). In order to rule out the possibility of any 

methodological error in our setup, we repeated the 

experiments with some of the English word items 

used in (Marslen-Wilson et al., 1994). The partici-

pants were native Bangla speakers, who had 10 to 12 

years of formal English-as-second-language educa-

tion. Surprisingly, their RTs for English words were 

100 - 200 ms lower than those for Bangla. This might 

be due to various factors, and calls for further re-

search. The residual difference of 200-300 ms, per-

haps, is explained by the fact that the participants had 

to make a mouse-click for selecting the appropriate 

option on the screen, instead of pressing a real button 

or key which is a more common technique. 

Class Average RT  

(in ms) 
p values 

Prime Control sample paired 

[M+P+] 1005 1044 < 0.05  <0.01 

[M+P-] 1045 1070 < 0.1 <0.07 

[M-P+] 1077 1058 > 0.1 <0.09 

 Table 3: Average RT for the word classes 
and the p-values (see text for details) 
 



ticipants indicates that 8 out of 14 participants 
exhibited statistically significant priming effects 
(p < 0.05) for [M+P+] class. 

Table 4: Classification of the Sign Test Values 
According to Classes and Sign Score Ranges 

 

The corresponding numbers for [M+P-] and 

[M-P+] are 5 (p < 0.05) and 3 (p < 0.08) respec-
tively. As we shall discuss later, participants 
with poor priming effects also had larger error 
rates, which indicates that perhaps they were not 
paying enough attention during the experiments. 
Nevertheless, the overall pattern of priming at 
the level of individuals is similar to that of the 
global trend. This further confirms our general 

conclusion. 

4.1 Analysis of RTs for Lexical Items 

We also looked at the RTs for each of the 84 
target words. Since we had only 14 of observa-
tions, one from each participant, we decided to 
conduct a sign test instead of the usual parame-
tric tests of significance (e.g., t-test). The sign 
test is performed by taking the signs of the dif-

ferences of the RTs for a corresponding prime-
target and control-target pair, and then summing 
(or averaging) over the signs. The null hypothe-
sis here is that the average or sum is 0 (i.e., there 
are equal number of cases where control RT is 
greater than prime RT and vice versa). The re-
sults are summarized in Table 4. Since we sub-

tracted the control RT from the prime RT, a neg-
ative sign indicates priming. Therefore, the 
smaller the value of the sum for a target word, 
the more significant is the priming effect. We 
consider a value less than or equal to -4 as sig-
nificant. In other words, a target is considered to 
be significantly primed by the prime word if out 
of 14 responses, RT for the prime-target was 

smaller than the RT for the corresponding con-
trol-target in at least 9 cases.     

The results of Table 4 are in agreement with 
those in Table 3: maximum priming is observed 
for words in [M+P+], some priming is evident in 
[M+P-], but for most of the lexical in [M-P+] no 
priming effect was observed.  

It is interesting to look at the individual lexi-
cal items whose priming behavior deviates from 
that of their class. For instance, akarma (useless 
work) – akarmaNyA (worthless girl) and kSha-

mA (forgiveness) – kShamaNIYa (forgivable) 
exhibit the least priming effect (sign test sum = 
+2) in [M+P+]. However, this may not be sur-
prising because, akarma and kShamaNIYa are 
very infrequent words, which makes them diffi-
cult to recognize. 

In [M+P-] class, pAna (to drink) – pipAsA 
(thirsty), dharA (hold) – dhairya (patience) and 

chalA (move) – chAlita (controlled) show no 
priming effect (sign score = +3). Apart from 
phonological and semantic non-transparency, 
here the target words pAna, chalA and dharA are 
polysemous4. Word sense ambiguity is known to 
lead to high RTs.  

In general, we observe that participants are 

unable to recognize the morphological connec-
tion between certain derivationally suffixed 
word pairs in the [M+P-] class. Sign test scores 
for them are close to 0.  Examples include suh-
RRida (friend) – souhArdya (friendship), uchit 
(appropriate) – auchitya (appropriateness) and 
hatyA (murder) – hi.nsA (violence). Bangla inhe-

rits these morphological forms from Sanskrit. 
It is worth mentioning here that sign test has 

also revealed weak or no priming for a few 
strongly associated prime-target pairs such as 
ghana (dense) – ghanatba (density) and ga~Nga 
(river Ganges) – ga~Ngajala (water from 
Ganges). We could not identify any particular 
reason for this anomalous behavior, though it 

could be simply due to the noisiness of RT data. 

4.2 Analysis of High RT Lexical Items 

We also observed that the RTs for certain pair of 
words were significantly higher than what one 
would expect and consistently so across all the 
participants. Manual inspection of these words 
indicates that the target or the corresponding 
prime/control words in such cases have one of 

the following properties: 
(a) very infrequent 
(b) long in terms of the number of characters 

present ( 5) 

                                                   
4
 pAna also means “get” or “achieve” (2

nd
 person, 

honorific, simple present) and “beetle leaf”; dharA 

also means “earth”; chalA also means “continue”. 

Class 
Sign Score Range 

-10 to -4 -3 to +3 +4 to +11 

[M+P+] 15 13 0 

[M+P-] 8 18 2 

[M-P+] 5 15 8 



(c) presence of certain conjugates such as ষ্ট 
(Sh+T), ল্প (l+p) and ঙ্গ (~N+g), and oth-

er irregular or non-transparent glyphs গু 
(g + u) and হৃ  (h+RRi) in the target 

(d) incorrect spelling of the target (e.g., sha-
rira instead of sharIra) 

Frequency effects on recognition time are 
well studied (Foster and Davis, 1984; Taft, 
2004) and explain observation (a). It is quite 
well known that visual word recognition time 

and accuracy depends on several factors such as, 
font size, font type, eccentricity, i.e., the angle of 
the visually represented word from the focus of 
the eye, and the crowding effect,  i.e., the physi-
cal length of a word (see, e.g., Jo (2000)). There-
fore, observation (b) is also not surprising. How-
ever, the last two observations are specific to 

Bangla orthography and throw up some interest-
ing research questions. 

The Bangla script uses a large number of non-
transparent glyphs for conjugates and also some 
consonant-vowel pairs. These glyphs have been 
a point of discussion amongst the scholars of 
Bangla language, especially for pedagogical rea-

sons: non-transparency in character representa-
tion leads to poor recognition and recall of the 
glyphs as well as the words containing them; this 
negatively affects the learning process in young 
children. Therefore, there have been proposals 
for using the less common but easy to recognize 
transparent forms of these glyphs. We do not 
know of any systematic study that explores and 

quantifies the cognitive load associated with the 
learning and processing of the glyphs with vary-
ing degree of transparency. Since such a study is 
beyond the scope of the current work, the expe-
rimental items were not prepared to specifically 
identify glyph recognition complexities. Never-
theless, we do observe an effect of glyph trans-

parency and glyph usage frequency on word 
recognition time. Uncommon and non-

transparent glyphs (e.g., ষ্ট) have highest recogni-

tion time, whereas very frequent glyphs (e.g., ক্ষ 
= k+Sh), even if non-transparent do not seem to 
have a negative effect on the recognition time of 
the words. 

High recognition time and error for incorrect 
spellings, or non-words, is a well known fact. 
However, it is interesting in the context of Ban-

gla because Bangla does not distinguish between 

short and long vowels in pronunciation, even 
though the distinctions are traditionally main-
tained in the written forms. 

Class Avg. RT (ms) Error (%) 

Prime 1000 1.9 

Control 1047 1.3 

Fillers 1406 6.2 

Table 5. Comparison of the RT and error rates 
between prime, control and fillers. 
 

Recently, there have been several controver-
sial proposals for spelling reforms where all long 
vowels are to be replaced by their shorter coun-
terparts. The unintentional error in our dataset, 
sharira (body) instead of the more commonly 
found and popularly acceptable form sharIra, 
was accidentally discovered when we observed 

very high RT for the pairs involving this item as 
the target. Thus, it might be argued that speakers 
who have learnt the traditional spellings will 
find it hard to recognize their new spellings. 
This is not a surprising conclusion, though the 
exact nature and extent of difficulty in perceiv-
ing the new forms is a topic of further research. 

4.3 Analysis of Error Rates 

During priming experiments, participants can 

make an incorrect lexical decision on whether a 
word is valid or invalid. The errors could be due 
a participant’s incorrect judgment about validity 
of a word or a wrong selection made despite of a 
correct judgment. In general, it has been ob-
served that error rates and RT for non-words are 
higher than valid words. Table 5 reports the er-

ror rates and RT for the prime-target, control-
target and the fillers. As expected, we observe 
high error rates and high RT for fillers, which 
mostly consist of non-words as target or prime. 
In fact 81% of the total errors for the fillers are 
for the non-words. The overall error rate, how-
ever, is quite low. 

Recall that for [M+P+] categories, 8 out of 14 
participants showed statistically significant 
priming effects, which led us to hypothesize that 
the remaining 6 participants were not paying 
good attention during the experiments or are not 
well  exposed  to  Bangla (quite unlikely 
though). Therefore, we would expect their error 
rates to be higher than that of the other 8 partici-

pants. Figure 1 plots the pie chart of error rates 



for the significantly primed (grey cells) and non-
significantly primed (white cells) participants. 

 
Figure 1. Comparison of error rates for different 
categories of lexical items. The gray and the 
white cells are respectively for participants who 
displayed significant and insignificant priming 
effects for [M+P+] 
 

Overall error rate of the former class of partici-
pants (41%) is much less than that of the latter 
(59%), which matches our speculation. Again, as 
one would expect, the maximum errors are made 

for fillers. Among the valid words, the highest 
error rates are observed for the class [M-P+] (see 
Figure 2). Recall that this is the class, for which 
we do not observe any priming effect.  

5 General Discussions and Conclusions 

In this paper we presented some preliminary 

psycholinguistic experiments to identify the ba-
sic representation and processing of Bangla po-
lymorphemic words. Our initial results show that 
morphologically related prime-target pairs do 
prime each irrespective of their phonological 
relatedness. On the other hand, prime-target 
pairs that are morphologically opaque do not 

exhibit any priming effects even if they are pho-
nologically related. These observations lead us 
to believe that mental representation and access 
of polymorphemic words in Bangla are typically 
achieved by decomposition of the word into its 
constituent morphemes, which is the basic pre-
mise of the obligatory decomposition model 
(Taft, 1988; 2004). However, it would be prema-

ture to conclude anything concrete based only on 
the current experimental results.   

We also observe that several other factors in-
cluding   word   usage   frequency, orthographic 

complexities, word length and spelling affect the 
overall word recognition time and accuracy.  

 

Figure 2: Comparison of error rates across word 
classes. 
 

Each of these factors call for rigorous experi-
mentation for understanding the exact nature of 
their inter-dependencies. However, morphologi-
cal complexity of Bangla throws up many more 

research questions that we plan to investigate in 
the future.  

First, Bangla features several morphological 
phenomena such as, inflection, derivation, affix 
stacking, compounding, echo words and redupli-
cation, as well as complex combinations of these 
processes. Second, Bangla not only uses native 
affixes, but also those inherited/borrowed from 

Sanskrit, Perso-Arabic and English languages. 
Third, certain morphological processes are rare, 
while some are quite common. Fourth, there is 
also a complex interrelation between morpholo-
gy and semantics5, phonology and orthography. 
Fifth, certain morphological processes might be 
easier to acquire and are perhaps acquired much 

early during child language acquisition, while 
some other processes might be internalized 
much later. It would be interesting to systemati-
cally explore all these dimensions and identify 
the morphological processes and factors that 
trigger morpheme decomposition rules in the 
brain versus those forms which are understood 

as whole word through the full-listing model. 

                                                   
5
 In our experiments, we observed that the target 

sbabhAba (nature) is not primed by the derived form 

sbAbhAbika (natural/normal), even though both the 

words are very frequently used. One possible reason 

could be semantic opaqueness of the derived form, 

because the most commonly used sense of sbabhAba 

is “character” while sbAbhAbika usually means 

“normal”. 

Significant user 

Insignificant user 



Finally, it is worthwhile to contemplate a little 
on the broader goals of this research. Under-
standing the representation and processing of 
words in the brain is a small, but fundamental, 

step towards the broader objective of under-
standing how humans acquire and process lan-
guages. This knowledge does not only resolve 
one of the holy grails of cognitive science, but 
also is useful for designing better NLP systems 
based on the understood organic principles. For 
instance, the lexicon of Bangla is quite large due 
to the productive morphological processes. Thus, 

a full listing of words seems an unreasonable 
approach. On the other hand, many NLP appli-
cations including Machine Translation and In-
formation Retrieval require word and phrasal 
dictionaries. Understanding the organization of 
the words in the Bangla mental lexicon can pro-
vide very useful pointers to which words should 

be listed in the lexicon and which one are to be 
processed on the fly using a morphological ana-
lyzer. A representation scheme for the computa-
tional lexicon based on the principles of mental 
lexicon organization is expected to perform bet-
ter because its success and failure in processing 
words are expected to meet the expectations of 

the end user.  
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Appendix-I: Dataset for the Experiment 

Words are arranged in a sequence of triplets 
(target, prime and control), for class-I, II and III 
separated by semicolon. The fillers contain only 
prime-target pairs. 

 

Class-I triplets: Morphologically and phonolog-
ically related prime-target pairs (M+P+) 

অকভম, অকভমণ্যা, অকম্পভান; অষ্ট,অষ্টধাতু, অংবাগী; 
আইন, আইনংগত,অক্ষযজ্ঞান; সানা, সানালর, রুপালর; 

কণ্ঠ, কণ্ঠস্থ, ংগলত; কনক,কনকচম্পা, ংগঠিত; কফচ, 

কফচধাযী, ংগীতকরা; কফয, কফযস্থান, ভফয়স্ক; কফর, 

কফরগ্রস্ত, ভয়যক্ষা; কভ, কভপজায, ভফায়ী; ক্ষভা, 
ক্ষভণ্ীয়, াদাভাঠা; গুরু, গুরুকুর, াহুকায; ঘন, ঘনত্ব, 

অলিব; ঘয, ঘপযায়া, ুপর; খযচ, খযচা, ভযপচ; গঙ্গা, 
গঙ্গাজর, আলরঙ্গন; গলত, গলতলফলধ, প্রলতলনলধ; দানফ, 

দানলফক, সৌযালনক; থ, লথক, কলথত; অক্ষয, 

অক্ষযজ্ঞান, অলনলদম ষ্ট; লনষ্ঠা, লনষ্ঠাফান, াক্ষযতা; লনফা, 

লনফাী, যফা; াগর, াগরাপভা , দাড়াপনা; ফয়, ফয়স্ক, 

নয়ন; শ্রভ, শ্রলভক, ভযপচ; ফালড়, ফালড়ওয়ালর, কাযখানা; 
সকযালন, সকযালনলগলয, যপরাকগভন; পুর, পুরদালন, াদালন 

Class-II triplets: Morphologically related but phono-

logically opaque pairs (M+P-) 

স্ববাফ,স্বাবালফক, আপরাচনা; প্রকৃলত, প্রাকৃলতক, আাফাদী; 
উলচত, ঔলচতয, আঙ্কা; অন্তয, আন্তলযক, কথাফাতম া; লদন, 

দদলনক, কদালচৎ; বূত, সবৌলতক, কলনষ্ঠ; তযা, লংা, 
গুভটি; ান, লাা, ঘলড়য়ার; ধযা, দধমম, খাতা; 
কযা,কতম ফয,খাটলন; কযা, কামম, ঘুল; অঞ্চর, আঞ্চলরক, 

গঙ্গাজর; লভত্র, দভলত্র, ঘনত্ব; শু, ালফক, কভপজায; সদফ, 

দদলফক, লথক; অনু, আণ্লফক, খারাল; চরা, চালরত, ঘটক; 

কল্পনা , কাল্পলনক , দানলফক; চারু, চালযভা, খযচা; কূর, 

সকৌলরনয , ক্ষভণ্ীয়; ভুখ, সভৌলখক , চলকত; ুহৃদ, সৌাদম য, 
কণ্ঠস্থ; মন্ত্র, মালন্ত্রক, শ্রলভক; ভযা, ভৃত, ছুুঁ পচা; ুন্দয, সৌন্দমম, 
চতুলদম ক; জঙ্গর, জংলর, অংী; লযয, ালযযীক, ধাযাফালক; 

অথম, আলথমক, কচুলয 

Class-III triplets: Phonologically related but mor-

phologically opaque pairs (M-P+) 

কচু, কচুলয, দদলনক; খয, খযপগা, গুরুকুর; খাট, খাটলন, 

ঘপযায়া; খাড়া, খাড়াই, লনফাী; খাত, খাতা, াতা; গণ্ড, 

গণ্ডক, ভলন্দয; গুভ, গুভটি, রুপালর; গুরু, গুরুজন, 

অষ্টধাতু; ঘট, ঘটক, যজত; ঘলড়, ঘলড়য়ার, যলফফায; ভা, 
ভার, তা; ঘু, ঘুল, াুঁল; আইন, আইনস্টাইন, 

যফীন্দ্রনাথ; চক, চলকত, ারলক; চট, চটকাপনা, ারটাপনা; 
চতুর্, চতুলদম ক, তদাযলক; ছুুঁ চ, ছুুঁ পচা, কাুঁচ; টি, টিলি, 

উৎি; চ, চরা, উতরা; খারা, খারাল, তাভাা; ফয, 

ফযফয, ধযাধলয; কাজ, কাজর, সকালকর; কাঠ, কাঠার, 

দুফমর; কা, কাড়, দাট; লয, লযণ্, রাল; সদওয়া, 
সদওয়ালর, ফালড়ওয়ালর; আভ, আভদালন, সকযালনলগলয; লছট, 

লছটলকলন, পুরদালন 

Fillers-I: Valid target with invalid prime words 

খানাভা, খানা; াপরায়ান, াপরায়া; প্রতা, প্রতা; 
অকৃতদায, অকৃতদ; অলিফাণ্, অলিফ; কার, কা; 
কফযস্থান, কফ; কভপজালয, কভজ; কতম ফয, কতম ; করাফতী, 
করাফ; সখজযু, সখজ;ু কাুঁটালর, কাুঁট; কাগজত্র, কাগ; 

সকাঠাঘয, সকাঠাঘ; খণ্ডমুদ্ধ, খণ্ডমু; গড়াগলড়, গড়াগ; 

গণ্ভত্ততা, গণ্ভ; গপফলণ্া, গপফল; গদম ান, গদম ; গালপরলত, 

গালপর; কাযালজ, কায; গন্তফয, গন্ত; লচলকৎা, লচলকৎ; 

লচত্রলল্পী, লচত্রল; অলধনায়ক, অলধনায়; প্রলতলনলধ, প্রলতন; 

সফক, সফ; জন্মবূলভ, জন্মব 

Fillers-II: Valid prime with invalid target words 

ীপয, ীপযফায; লন্দ,ু লন্দুপল; ায, াযচয; াতা, 
াতালন; ত, তলয; সৃ্মলত, সৃ্মলতভয; স্বাস্থয, স্বালস্থয; রাপ, 

রাপায; স্বাগত, স্বাগলতয; স্বয, স্বলয; স্বপ্ন, স্বপ্নকালয; স্বপদ, 

স্বপদপ্রাম; সূ্থর, সূ্থপরলকয; স্ত্রী, স্ত্রীপকয; স্কন্ধ, স্কন্ধকালয; লচত্র, 

লচত্রকালি; ংমভ, ংমভায; ন্তান, ন্তানন; সেত, 

সেতপকযা; সৌমম, সৌমমকায; সাবা, সাবালন; লখা, 
লখালয; লরচু, লরচুকায; রালথ, রালথপকযা; রাঠি, রাঠিপকয; 

জন্তু, জন্তুুর; জন্ম, জন্মকা; ঠিক, ঠিকাান 

Fillers-III: Valid prime with valid target words 

রঘুকযণ্, বূলভফণ্টন; রক্ষ্মী, বূলণ্; সযৌদ্র, বূপগার; সযাভাঞ্চ, 

বুফন; তাযা, বলফলযৎ; সযাজ, ব্রহ্মাণ্ড; সযাগী, ব্রহ্মুত্র; 

যাজাুঁ, ফজ্র; সমাগী, ফযায়াভ; সমৌতুক, ফযাফায; সমাদ্ধা, 
ফযফধান; সমাগদান, সফারতা; মুফক, সফাকা; মুফযাজ, পলন্দ; 

মন্ত্রণ্া, পরক; কদাচায, পর; সভালত, প্লাফন; সভৌভালছ, 

সপ্রযণ্া; সভৌযরা, প্রাধানয; সভাভ, প্রাণ্ীলফদ; ভলন্দয, প্রয; 

ভ্রভণ্কাযী, লনলভমত; ভ্রাতা, গন্ধ; কম্বর, লনলফমঘ্ন; সবাটদান, 

নয়ন; সবরলক, ধ্বজ; তুরনা, দখর; দলক্ষণ্, ধাক্কা 
 


